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Abstract

Testing the full autonomy system in simulation is the safest and most scalable way to evaluate autonomous vehicle performance before deployment. This requires simulating sensor inputs such as LiDAR. To be effective, it is essential that the simulation has low domain gap with the real world. That is, the autonomy system in simulation should perform exactly the same way it would in the real world for the same scenario. To date, there has been limited analysis into what aspects of LiDAR phenomena affect autonomy performance. It is also difficult to evaluate the domain gap of existing LiDAR simulators, as they operate on fully synthetic scenes. In this paper, we propose a novel “paired-scenario” approach to evaluating the domain gap of a LiDAR simulator by reconstructing digital twins of real world scenarios. We can then simulate LiDAR in the scene and compare it to the real LiDAR. We leverage this setting to analyze what aspects of LiDAR simulation, such as pulse phenomena, scanning effects, and asset quality, affect the domain gap with respect to the autonomy system, including perception, prediction, and motion planning, and analyze how modifications to the simulated LiDAR influence each part. We identify key aspects that are important to model, such as motion blur, material reflectance, and the accurate geometric reconstruction of traffic participants. This helps provide research directions for improving LiDAR simulation and autonomy robustness to these effects. For more information, please visit the project website: https://waabi.ai/lidar-dg

1. Introduction

Accurately testing the behavior of robots such as self-driving vehicles (SDVs) is of paramount importance to ensure their safe deployment in the real world. The safest, most scalable and sustainable way to test the autonomy system is through simulation. To assess the safety of the

*Indicates equal contribution.
physics and graphics [22, 16, 18, 23], data-driven modelling [72, 6, 55] or hybrid approaches [35, 24, 7]. Despite its importance, there has been little investigation into what aspects of LiDAR simulation matter for autonomy testing, i.e., what is important for drawing insights about real-world system performance from simulation.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for evaluating the domain gap of a sensor simulator. Unlike standard sensor simulators [16, 50] that create fully synthetic worlds that cannot be directly compared with the real world, we devise a “paired-scenario” setting, where we recreate in simulation a digital twin of the exact same scenario observed in the real world during data collection. The digital twin occurs on the same map, with the same traffic participant (actor) placement and behaviors as observed in the real world. With this digital twin, we can then simulate the LiDAR data for this scenario according to the same platform and sensor configuration it was observed with, and compare the simulated LiDAR against the real LiDAR to evaluate their differences. Through this “paired-scenario” setting, we can run autonomy on both the simulated LiDAR and real LiDAR and compare autonomy outputs, such as differences in motion plans (see Fig.1). This unique setting allows us to directly measure the domain gap of a sensor simulator with respect to autonomy.

We then conduct the first analysis of what aspects of LiDAR simulation are critical to simulate with high fidelity to ensure close matching performance of the autonomy system between the simulator and the real world. We investigate the effect of multiple sensor phenomena, including LiDAR pulse effects such as multi-path reflections and material modelling, and scanning LiDAR effects such as realistic motion blur and rolling shutter. We also investigate different ways to build the virtual world, such as with CAD models or 3D reconstruction. Since each part of the autonomy may be affected differently by the simulator’s domain gap, we assess both the full stack as well as its subsystems, including perception, motion forecasting, and motion planning. Our results show that LiDAR realism is strongly affected by phenomena like motion blur and multi-echo returns, which are often not simulated in standard LiDAR simulators. We also find that standard perception metrics typically used in the community to evaluate algorithm performance during sim-to-real and real-to-sim, such as detection precision and recall, are not strong indicators of the domain gap of the autonomy system on the end task of motion planning.

While proposing a specific novel simulator to address these challenges remains an open topic, we believe that our analysis sheds light into what directions are most important for the community to tackle in order to improve simulation realism and to develop robotic systems that are less susceptible to domain gap.

2. Related Work

Sensor simulation in computer vision: The computer vision community has primarily used sensor simulation for offline training data generation for boosting the performance of perception models [44]. As simulators provide inexpensive ground truth for segmentation and detection, many synthetic camera [47, 46, 21, 9] and LiDAR [63, 67, 28] datasets have been generated to train better perception models. To overcome domain gap in both content diversity and modelling realism, one line of work performs domain randomization to encourage model generalization [3, 26, 70, 45], or generates synthetic content optimized for real world task performance [43, 30, 15]. Another line of work performs domain adaptation with source synthetic data for real-world target data (e.g., segmentation [64, 71, 67]). These works want synthetic data to provide value during training, but do not investigate the realism of simulated data for perception evaluation. Prior work analyzed camera perception training [3], but there is less research on LiDAR. Our work analyzes the necessary factors for autonomy systems to perform consistently in both simulated and real-world environments.

Sensor simulation in robotics: The robotics community has leveraged LiDAR simulation primarily for sim-to-real training. Sensor simulation allows for safe and cost efficient development of the full autonomy system, as the robot can learn to interact in the virtual world environment safely and at scale [5, 8, 59]. Sensor simulators have been developed for indoor scene navigation [49, 66, 65, 54], manipulation [32, 57], and for self-driving [16, 50, 6]. Like in the vision community, several domain randomization [4, 56] and
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**Figure 2.** Given Base-LiDAR, we leverage an “oracle” real LiDAR point cloud to make it more realistic, such as dropping points, adding multi-path returns, spurious returns, or correcting for inaccurate geometry in simulation. The orange points indicate points that are either modified in Base-LiDAR or points taken from the real LiDAR and added to Base-LiDAR.
3. Analyzing LiDAR Simulation

Our goal is to identify actionable insights that can help improve the quality of existing LiDAR simulation methods. While parts of our analysis apply to all LiDAR types, we focus on the mechanical spinning time-of-flight (ToF) LiDAR, the most common LiDAR sensor type utilized by SDVs. In this section, we review ToF LiDAR principles and describe the base state-of-the-art ToF LiDAR simulation system we perform analysis with (Sec. 3.1). Then, we explain how we modify this base LiDAR simulator to analyze sensor phenomena (Sec. 3.2).

3.1. Base LiDAR Simulator

ToF LiDAR: ToF LiDAR measures the distance to an object by sending out pulses of collimated light in the infrared spectrum and measuring how long it takes for the received pulse to return [38]. A collocated receiver continually measures the returning photons at that wavelength, and when the returned signal strength is high enough and within a time window, it detects a return by recording the time-of-flight time $\Delta t$. The measured distance $d$ of the detection can be computed as: $d = \frac{c \Delta t}{2}$, where $c$ is the speed of light propagating through air, which is a constant. Based on the direction $r \in \mathbb{R}^3$ of the light pulse and the sensor origin $o \in \mathbb{R}^3$, a 3D point $y$ is extracted: $o + rd = y$. A mechanical LiDAR sends several pulses of light by rotating a column of laser receivers/detectors around its $z$-axis to generate a point cloud $Y' = \{y_1, \ldots, y_n\}$. The lasers are oriented at specific elevation angles and scan at fixed azimuth intervals over the full $360^{\circ}$, which derives the direction $r$ of each pulse.

LiDAR Range Equation: After pulse transmission, the returned signal strength after hitting a target can be modelled by the following equation [31, 60, 38]:

$$P_r = \frac{P_t D_r^2 \eta_{\text{sys}} \beta_r \sigma}{4\pi R^4 \beta_l^2},$$

where $P_r$ is the received power, $P_t$ is the transmitted power, $D_r$ is the receiver aperture diameter, $\beta_r$ is the beam width, $\sigma$ is the target cross section, $R$ is distance travelled to target, and $\eta_{\text{sys}}, \beta_l$ are atmospheric and system losses. Due to sunlight and other background noise, ToF LiDARs require a minimum signal-to-noise ratio between the received pulse and the background light to detect a return. Through signal processing on the waveform of the returned $P_r$, over a time window, the flight time $t$ is computed to generate a LiDAR point if above the minimum detectable value.

Simulating ToF LiDAR: Most ToF LiDAR simulation systems for robotics [23, 32] and self-driving [16, 35, 18] model the world as 3D geometric assets and free space and model the LiDAR sensor pulses as sets of light rays interacting with these geometries. To better understand the domain gap of such systems, we build a similar LiDAR simulator, Base-LiDAR, to analyze. At each timestep $t$ of the scenario being simulated, we first place a set of assets representing...
the actors and background into a 3D scene. We then model each light pulse as a ray with origin at the laser location, and direction based on the specified azimuth and elevation angle of the laser. This can be derived from the LiDAR extrinsics and intrinsics. We thus generate the full set of rays for each LiDAR in the scene. We model the interaction of the light pulse with the scene by computing ray-geometry intersections \([39]\) through primary ray-casting \([41]\), where the first intersected geometry element is a hit point and terminates. We assume all hit rays terminate and return at the first intersection, generating a simulated point cloud \(Y^t_r\). Please see the supplementary material for details.

### 3.2. Modelling LiDAR Phenomena

We now specify a LiDAR simulation taxonomy that breaks down the sensor effects in ToF LiDAR and how we incorporate them into Base-LiDAR to understand its affect on the domain gap with respect to the autonomy system. To properly analyze certain effects, we assume access to an “oracle” that has knowledge of the real LiDAR \(Y^t_r\) for the exact same scene. We describe how we access this oracle in Sec. 4. Please see Fig. 2 for visuals of the different oracle-enhanced LiDAR operations, and Fig. 3 for different scanning LiDAR effects we model and analyze.

#### 3.2.1 Unreturned pulses

**Cause:** One reason for undetected returns that hit a target is due to the pulse’s power decay \((\frac{1}{\pi^2})\) as it travels, along with other losses \(\eta_{\text{am}}, \eta_{\text{sys}}\) that affect the return signal strength, such as particle scattering and receiver efficiency. They may also not return if the target cross section \(\sigma\) is low, which can be due to a low incidence angle between the target surface and the pulse (especially on specular surfaces such as cars, see Fig. 2, row 1), or low reflectivity due to material composition.

**Simulation:** To model unreturned pulses, we project the real LiDAR \(Y^t_r\) and simulated Base-LiDAR \(Y^t_c\) into 2D “spherical”-coordinate images \([64]\), where the x-axis is the binned azimuth angle from \([-2\pi, 2\pi]\), and y-axis is the discrete laser id for each sensor, sorted by elevation angle (see Fig. 4). This representation enable us to build a correspondence between simulated points and real ones falling within the same pixel. We then apply DropPoints, where points in the simulated sweep that do not have correspondence to any real point are removed.¹

#### 3.2.2 Multiple echoes

**Cause:** Sometimes, a transmitted LiDAR pulse will partially bounce on different surfaces one or more times as it travels to and from the sensor before coming back to the receiver. This can result in the LiDAR response waveform having multiple peaks within a time window. Depending on the LiDAR firmware, this can produce multiple returned points. “Multi-echo” returns can be caused by partially porous or reflective medium, such as vegetation or glass, in which multi-echoes may correspond to physical surfaces, or by reflective surfaces such as metal or water, where one or more returns may correspond to non-existing surfaces, also known as “ghosting” (e.g., floating points behind a truck due to multiple bounces in Fig. 2, row 2).

**Simulation:** We assume the oracle has knowledge whether each point \(y^t_r\) is the result of a single bounce or multiple; this metadata is commonly available from the LiDAR firmware. Points from the real LiDAR that are due to multiple bounces are added to the simulated point cloud: \(\text{AddEchoes}(Y^t_r, \{y^\text{multi}_r\}) \rightarrow Y^t_{r'}\).

#### 3.2.3 Spurious returns

**Cause:** Spurious returns in LiDAR can also occur due to multi-path, blooming, beam divergence, and volume scattering effects. Multi-path is similar to multi-echo, but the returned pulse arrives from a different angle than what it was transmitted at, so it is not detected by the LiDAR sensor as an additional echo (Fig. 2, row 3). In blooming, highly reflective surfaces can produce unexpectedly strong returns, causing the return to bleed into adjacent photodiodes \([34]\). In beam divergence, the initially narrow pulse diameter expands as it travels. If part of the beam gets reflected by a surface, it can come back as a returned point. This can especially occur for distant objects. Spurious returns may also

¹DropPoints can be seen as the upper bound of the learned ray dropping network from Manivasagam et al. \([35]\).
be due to interference from particles such as exhaust or fog.

**Simulation:** To model these effects, we propose the AddPoints operator. Similar to DropPoints, we project the real and simulated point clouds to the spherical-image representation to compute correspondences. If real points within a binned pixel have no corresponding simulated points, we add the real points to the simulated point cloud.

### 3.2.4 Noisy points

**Cause:** Noisy points can occur where the peak in the waveform is ambiguous, resulting in inaccurate calculation of return time $t$. This can occur for thin structures, retroreflectors, and inherent aleatoric noise in the real world [31].

**Simulation:** To model noisy points, we propose ModifyPoints($\delta_{lo}$, $\delta_{hi}$). Once again, we compute correspondence between simulated and real LiDAR in the spherical image space. For simulated points that have correspondence with real, but have a range difference between the returns that lies within the specified $\delta$ range, we replace those simulated points with the corresponding real points with new distance values. The $\delta$ range pertains to the distance between the sensor and a particular point, expressed in meters. In addition to inherently noisy points in real LiDAR, ModifyPoints($\delta_{lo}$, $\delta_{hi}$) can also correct inaccuracies in geometry and material modelling in simulation, such as differences in shape for a motorcycle actor (Fig. 2, row 4), or pulses going through transparent surfaces (e.g., windows) and returning the interior.

### 3.2.5 Spinning sensor ray generation

**Cause:** In addition to proper modelling of the light pulse interacting with the environment, realistic LiDAR simulation also involves simulation of the beam steering mechanism that allows the LiDAR to scan the scene. The LiDAR intrinsics specify the calibrated azimuth and elevation angles for each laser, which affect the pulse pattern and alter the point cloud density and sensor’s field-of-view.

**Simulation:** Simulators typically use a generic calibration just by specifying the number of lasers and their field-of-view bounds without specifying exact intrinsics [16]. We test this simulation mode and also enhance Base-LiDAR with the calibrated intrinsics for each of the LiDARs on the SDV platform to generate the set of rays (Fig. 3 col. 1).

### 3.2.6 Rolling shutter and motion blur

**Cause:** Spinning mechanical LiDARs gather measurements over time: It typically takes 100 ms for a 360° LiDAR to scan the full scene. If the SDV (ego-vehicle) is moving during this time, the scan will be distorted as the pose of the sensor changes during the scan (i.e., rolling shutter in Fig. 3 col. 2). Similarly, the motion of dynamic actors can blur the generated LiDAR point cloud (Fig. 3 col. 3), and can produce changes in the location of where the actor is observed in the sweep. Depending on the relative direction of movement, actors can appear compressed or elongated in the scene. These effects increase at highway speeds, where the actors and SDV are moving around 30 m/s. We separate these effects in our analysis because rolling shutter can be corrected by ego-motion estimation, but motion blur cannot, as it depends on the motion of each individual actor.

**Simulation:** We enhance Base-LiDAR to simulate these effects by assigning each ray a firing timestamp, and modifying the sensor origin of the ray by applying SLERP, which interpolates the sensor pose over time using the recorded trajectory of the SDV. Similarly, for motion blur, we specify the trajectories of the actor poses and apply SLERP to the actors’ geometries during the ray casting to ensure dynamic actors are at the correct position for each ray’s firing time. To summarize, the simulator is physics-based with data-driven assets, hence hybrid, but does not make any direct use of machine learning. Please see the supplementary material for details.

### 4. Measuring Domain Gap

**Paired Scenario Setting:** To directly measure the domain gap between a LiDAR simulator and the real world for the autonomy system under test, we propose to analyze the domain gap in a novel “paired”-scenario setting (see Fig. 5 for illustration). Given the real scenario we want to simulate, we construct a “digital-twin” of this exact same scenario (e.g., map location, actor placement) in simulation. This allows us to compare the simulated LiDAR directly with the real LiDAR in a pair-wise fashion.
We define a scenario $X$ as a temporal sequence of scene representations $X := \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_T\}$. Each $x_t$ defines the state of the world, the environment, and where the relevant traffic participants are with respect to the simulated sensor’s location. The scenario can be extracted through human annotation or automatic offline-labelling of real-world data collects containing a sequence of real LiDAR point clouds $Y_1^t \ldots Y_f^t$ for the LiDAR sensors exploited by the autonomy system under test. We then can compose virtual geometry assets to match the scene $x_t$ and simulate the LiDAR for the SDV platform as described in Sec. 3.1 in order to evaluate its domain gap. For domain gap, “similarity” is defined as whether the autonomy performs the same on either simulated or real LiDAR.

### Autonomy System Under Test:

The autonomy system takes as input a sequence of LiDAR data and additional information $k_{aux}$ such as the map and generates autonomy outputs $Z: f(\{Y_1^t \ldots Y_f^t, k_{aux}\}) \rightarrow Z$. We evaluate the autonomy system in an open-loop setting, where at each timestep we provide as input a sequence of either simulated or real LiDAR, which generates autonomy outputs $Z^*_{t+1}$, $Z^*_t$, respectively. We then compute domain gap metrics between $Z^*_{t+1}$ and $Z^*_t$, where $Z^*_t$ is the desired target. Specifically, we toggle different LiDAR pulse and scanning effects on the simulated LiDAR and evaluate their effect on the domain gap. By leveraging this paired-domain-gap setting, we can access the real LiDAR $Y^*_t$ at each time-step as our oracle.

We compute domain gap metrics using a modular autonomy system that performs perception (object detection), motion forecasting (actor trajectories), and motion planning (output planned trajectory of the SDV). We focus on the evaluation setting, where the autonomy system is already trained and we want to evaluate the realism of the LiDAR simulator with respect to the autonomy system. The autonomy system takes as input the past 0.5 seconds of LiDAR history from all three LiDARs, generates actor detections, 6 second trajectory forecasts for each detected actor, and a 5 second planned trajectory. Detection is performed using a two-stage LiDAR detector [51, 36] followed by a lane-graph network which encodes trajectories and map information to forecast actor motion [13]. Finally, a sampling-based path-lateral time (PLT) planner [48] plans an ego trajectory that balances safety, comfort, and route progress costs. Our analysis is general and can be performed for any autonomy system; see the supplementary material for results on additional autonomy configurations and further implementation details. We now describe the metrics in more detail (see Fig. 6 for illustration).

### Detection Distributional Agreement ($\Delta AP, \Delta Recall$):

We measure the absolute differences in autonomy performance when run on the simulated and real LiDAR dataset using average precision (AP) and recall. We therefore define $\Delta AP = |AP_{real} - AP_{sim}|$ for AP, and an equivalent metric for recall, under a pre-specified IoU threshold. A perfect simulator would mean that autonomy has the same performance between the simulated and real datasets, resulting in $\Delta AP$ and $\Delta Recall$ of 0. We include this metric for completeness, as it is used commonly in the field.

### Detection Agreement (DA):

Distributional metrics only measure perception performance in aggregate over the full dataset. To assess whether an actor in simulation at time $t$ in the same frame of the paired-scenario is mis-detected or correctly detected in both the simulated and real LiDAR, we report detection agreement (DA). Intuitively, detection agreement is a non-symmetric measure of similarity for two sets of model outputs, computed by treating one of the sets as pseudo-labels. In practice we consider the autonomy model outputs computed on the real LiDAR as “labels”, and the simulated LiDAR model outputs as the proposals. We then compute the average precision and recall under differ-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>DropP</th>
<th>AddE</th>
<th>AddP</th>
<th>ModP</th>
<th>$\Delta AP$</th>
<th>$\Delta Recall$</th>
<th>DA AP</th>
<th>DA Recall</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[0, 200]</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[0, 200]</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[0, 200]</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[0, 200]</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. LiDAR Pulse Phenomena: Enhancing Base-LiDAR with ray propagation effects such as unreturned pulses (DropPoints), multi-path (AddEchoss), spurious points (AddPoints), and noisy points (ModPoints)
ent IoU thresholds. DA AP and DA Recall of 1 mean that an autonomy systems generates the same output detection set on both simulated and real LiDAR.

**Prediction Error (minADE):** We compute the differences between motion forecasting outputs run when the input to the autonomy system is simulated LiDAR and real LiDAR respectively. We use the displacement error of each actor as the disagreement metric. Since prediction models are often multi-modal, to handle diverse futures [14], we use the most-likely mode in the real LiDAR as the ground-truth, and we compute the minimum average displacement error (minADE) between all the trajectory modes predicted by the autonomy system when run with the simulated LiDAR as input for that actor. Since different simulation methods result in different actor prediction sets, we evaluate the prediction results at a fixed detection recall.

**Plan Discrepancy (PD):** As we perform open-loop planning on both real and simulated LiDAR sequences, we can measure the discrepancies between planner outputs. Planning metrics are helpful in understanding the impact of sensor realism on the decision making of the SDV [42]. Specifically, we measure the $\ell_2$ error between planner waypoints:

$$\text{PlanDiscrepancy} = \frac{N}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{m=1}^{P} \| \tau_m^{(s)} - \tau_m^{(r)} \|^2},$$

where $N$ is the length of simulation, $P$ the planning horizon, and $\tau_m$ denotes the plan trajectory at time $m$, under either real or simulated data.

### 5. What Matters for LiDAR Realism?

We now describe the dataset of paired scenarios we evaluate on (Sec. 5.1) and perform our analysis in three parts. We first analyze different LiDAR pulse modelling effects by applying different oracles (Fig. 2) in isolation and also in combination to understand their impact on the domain gap (Sec. 5.2). All scanning LiDAR effects are enabled in this analysis. We then analyze different scanning LiDAR effects such as calibrated intrinsics, rolling shutter, and motion blur, with no oracle enhancements applied (Sec. 5.3). Finally, we investigate different ways of building the virtual world geometry meshes for both the foreground and background, with scanning LiDAR effects enabled. (Sec. 5.4).

#### 5.1. Evaluation Setting Details

**Dataset:** To our knowledge, no public dataset [53, 11, 12] provides the detailed LiDAR information necessary for our analysis, such as multi-return metadata, LiDAR intrinsics, and per-point timestamps. We therefore captured a Multi-LiDAR-Highway dataset to perform our analysis, which consists of twenty 20 second annotated snippets captured on US-101 in California with different traffic densities and vehicle types. To analyze different ToF LiDAR, we equip the data collection vehicle with three mechanical spinning LiDARs - a central long-range LiDAR (up to 200m) as well as two medium-range (up to 80m) 128-beam side LiDARs. The long-range LiDAR provides up to two returns per pulse.

**5.2. Analyzing LiDAR Pulse Phenomena**

Table 1 reports the effect of different LiDAR phenomena on the domain gap. We evaluate all perception metrics at IoU=0.7 [35], and report prediction metrics at a fixed recall of 0.3. Higher recall could not be set, as certain evaluation variations could not achieve it. We report several findings.

We find that multi-echo points from the long-range LiDAR, which only accounts for $\sim$5% of the total input points, substantially improves domain gap metrics. Qualitatively, $\text{AddEchoes}$ (row 4) enables the simulated LiDAR to model multiple echoes and alters object detection, enabling better matching with the real LiDAR, including false positives (Fig. 1), and ensuring agreement with downstream planning. $\text{AddPoints}$ alone improves detection agreement and prediction while not reducing planning discrepancy. It helps especially for better detection agreement at long range, suggesting modelling spurious points may matter in these regions. We also find that, while on average, performing $\text{DropPoints}$ alone harms domain gap (row 2), certain situations show it better matching motion planning outputs w.r.t real LiDAR (Fig. 7, left). Furthermore, pairing it with $\text{ModifyPoints}(\delta_0, \delta_0)$ (row 8) results in the best realism gain over all oracle policies. This indicates that better geometry reconstruction of the actors and scene in conjunction with better material modelling are key to better realism.

We also find detection distributional agreement may not be sufficient for measuring realism. Counter-intuitively, a setting may have smaller $\Delta AP$ while producing higher output disagreement (i.e., row 1 vs. row 5). This is because metrics such as AP can look similar even if autonomy makes different mistakes between simulated and real LiDAR. Paired metrics better reflect the true task setting.

#### 5.3. Analyzing Scanning LiDAR Effects

Table 2 reports the domain gap metrics for different scanning LiDAR effects ablated. “Naive” intrinsics correspond to linearly spaced laser elevations, as real LiDARs employ uneven patterns to maximize long range coverage [1]. No rolling shutter or no motion blur means we place the SDV
and the actors respectively at their end-of-sweep position and keep them static for the 100ms sweep duration. We observe increased domain gap with naive intrinsics, indicating that autonomy is not invariant to the LiDAR scanning pattern, which causes certain spatial regions to have different point density between the simulated and real LiDAR. More significantly, we find that modelling actor motion during the LiDAR sweep is critical to ensure matching autonomy outputs. Where in space and time the actor is observed affects the autonomy’s outputs significantly (see Fig 7, right). Most LiDAR simulation systems used by the self-driving research community do not account for this effect [16]. Surprisingly, we find toggling ego rolling-shutter has fluctuations in the domain gap, reducing domain gap on its own, but slightly harming with motion blur. We conjecture this is because the autonomy under test consumes motion-compensated LiDAR, a standard practice in most benchmarks [11, 53]. Analyzing autonomy operating on raw LiDAR is a promising research direction which would also test state estimation [20].

5.4. Analyzing Virtual World Creation

One key design choice for LiDAR simulation is how the mesh representations are constructed during virtual world creation. As observed in Sec. 5.2, dropping and modifying LiDAR points together can substantially boost realism. We therefore decided to investigate further how different ways of building the virtual world geometry can affect domain gap. We divide the analysis into two main areas: modelling background regions such as the road, and foreground actors such as vehicles. For Base-LiDAR, we follow [68, 35, 55] and perform LiDAR-aggregation of collected logs to build surfel asset meshes for the actors and static background. Please see the supplementary material for details. While faithfully matching the observations, surfel meshes may suffer from topological problems, and their construction is unable to account for sensor noise.

**Background Creation:** Besides surfel aggregation, we explored two other approaches for background creation: heuristic road-only meshing, and neural reconstruction [69]. For the road-only mesh, we adopt RANSAC plane fitting [19] to identify ground points and then create a road-only mesh grid based on the ground height. For neural reconstruction, we adopt state-of-the-art neural reconstruction approaches [69, 40] for large scenes and extract geometry using marching cubes. As shown in Table 3, using either road-only mesh or neural mesh can reduce the motion planning domain gap.

**Foreground Modelling:** To model the foreground actors, we also consider artist-created CAD models [16], as well

---

**Figure 7.** Qualitative examples on enhancing Base-LiDAR with DropPoints (left) and motion blur (right) to reduce the domain gap.

---

**Table 2. Spinning LiDAR Effects:** Analyzing the the domain gap for calibrated intrinsics, rolling shutter (RS) and motion blur (MB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Intrinsics</th>
<th>RS</th>
<th>MB</th>
<th>∆AP ↓</th>
<th>∆Recall ↓</th>
<th>DA AP ↑</th>
<th>DA Recall ↑</th>
<th>minADE ↓</th>
<th>PD@5s ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 3. Effect of different virtual world creation approaches.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset bank</th>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>∆AP ↓</td>
<td>∆Recall ↓</td>
<td>DA AP ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base (Surfels) [35]</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Reconstruction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road-only Mesh</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Mesh</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreground Asset Bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD Assets</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD + Surfel Assets</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as a combination of the two, where we combine CAD models with a manually curated set of 942 actor meshes that have cleaner geometry. For CAD models, we purchase over 120 CAD models from TurboSquid [2] for a wide range of rigid actors, such as vehicles and motorcycles. As shown in Table 3, using only CAD models lead to a larger domain gap compared to real-world reconstruction. We find using a combination of CAD models and surfel assets, despite having higher perception and prediction domain gap, improves the planning discrepancy. We hypothesize this might be due to better modelling of the actors of interest that affect the motion planning, such as actors directly in front or behind the SDV. Please see the supplementary material for details.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze what aspects of LiDAR pulse and scanning effects, as well as virtual asset creation, impact domain gap for autonomy testing. We proposed a paired-scenario setting for domain gap evaluation, and designed autonomy metrics specifically for measuring the domain gap between simulated and real LiDAR. We find there are several effects that are important to model which are missing in existing LiDAR simulation, including the ability to simulate multiple echoes and unreturned rays.

There are also several limitations with the presented analysis. We focused on open-loop evaluation, as it is necessary for ensuring identical behaviors for all other traffic participants. Subsequent work and metrics are necessary for analyzing simulator domain gap in closed loop, i.e., when the SDV itself acts differently than it did in the original log.

We hope our insights shed light onto new research directions for more realistic LiDAR simulation, as well as onto autonomy robustness to these differences, enabling simulation to be a better testing tool.
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